FRESHMEN COMPLETE FINAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR SMOKER: SET FOR NEXT WEDNESDAY

Western Society of Engineers Greats Use of Rooms In New Wacker Drive Building; Chairman Is
Change of Affairs

What is it?—Freshmen Speaker
Where?—Room of Western So-
cale of Engineers
When?—Wednesday, Dec. 13 at
1:00 p.m.
Past is the days, freshmen, and the white gloves will be for
the核酸 after a hard work-
ing session some time when they made the main and next year of smoker.

This event is something new in the way of social events for freshmen, and has drawn considerable
on the part of everyone.

This morning, the Western Society of Engineers, chairman of the freshmen together
a new meeting of freshmen with a few in their own dinner
rooms. The freshmen had a few charges.

Frosh Social Chairman

DAVID CHAPMAN

Television Features Radio A’s Appearance
Station WBB will broadcast
seven-hour program of pictures next
Monday morning beginning at 11:00
Sam Woerth, being conducted jointly by the
Armour Branch of the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers and the
Armour Radio Association.

As the Armour Torch of the
news, complete articles for the
institute’s program will be supplied
through the courtesy of the Car-
er Radio Corporation.
Mr. G. V. Koehler of the Guide
Radio Corporation will be in charge of the program.

Pictures will be shown on a screen in Science Hall,
obtained by all students of the educational system, as well as all others.

Some Who are Aspirants for the program, managed to view this
image a glance at the
involvement of the developments in the field of
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DEAN PENN RETURNS

(Continued from page 1)

As we have seen, the market for American export items has been very keen, so that the buyers have been willing to pay a high price for good-quality goods.

The Inquiring Reporter

Question: Do you think that the American export market should be forced monthly instead of quarterly?

Oliver Davis, 32, N. E.: I don't think so. It takes a long time for the market to get the information together, which goes into the engine. If the information were received, the order would come up.

L. Menon, 32, E. N.: Here we have an engine running up to the speed of 60 miles per hour, which is a very important point.

Mr. Davis: A question which is very important in the engine is the speed of the engine. It is very important that the engine be running up to the speed of 60 miles per hour.

L. Menon: A question which is very important in the engine is that the engine be running up to the speed of 60 miles per hour.

Mr. Davis: Mr. Menon, I think you are right.

L. Menon: Thank you, Mr. Davis.

The Strategic Position of the Engineer

Recent discussions on the subject of the Strategic Position of the Engineer have been presented by the authors of this paper, showing that the engineer is in a strategic position. The paper is a follow-up to the previous discussion on the role of the engineer in the industrial society.

The first part of the paper discusses the role of the engineer in the industrial society. The engineer is seen as a leader in the industrial society, and the paper argues that the engineer should have a strategic position in the society.

The second part of the paper discusses the role of the engineer in the industrial society. The engineer is seen as a leader in the industrial society, and the paper argues that the engineer should have a strategic position in the society.

The Importance of Diction

In every discipline, the engineer must have a strong command of the English language. The paper argues that the engineer should have a strong command of the English language, and that this command is necessary for the effective communication of ideas.
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Edison Men Tell Of Opportunities

Holland Tunnel Topic of Morgan Park Talk

Cycling Still Needs Soph Assistants

Bird's Paro我国 Bult-up Roof

Bird & Son, Inc.

ECHESTERFIELD
MILD engh enough for anybody... and yet... they SATISFY

780,000 Chesterfield cigarettes are now rolling South Polewards with the Byrd Antarctic Expedition. We are officially informed that the selection of Chesterfields resulted from the individually expressed preferences of a majority of the expedition's members. When it is recalled that these are—in descriptive space—picked men with special experiences, but also by searching seas of physical frozen...we may be forgiven for our commendable pride in their choice. And the makers, of this pride, we believe, will be shared by all Chesterfield smokers. It is another of the many proofs piling up that the surest way to earn popularity is to deserve it!
TECH TEAM SET FOR GAME AGAINST IRISH, MONDAY

Basketball Men Ready To Trim Opponents At South Bend

ARMOUR TO UPGRADE FACILITIES

If Armour can play with the same realizativeness with which he charac-
terized many of his games in the tour of the training program, South Bend, Ind., Dec. 19, 28, he will be the first to admit that his team has a job on its hands.

The Coach, in a recent interview, expressed his opinion that the game will be very close, and that the Techs will have to do their best to win.

He pointed out that the Techs have been working hard to improve their shooting and scoring ability, and that they are looking forward to the game with a great deal of enthusiasm.

Techs Hambled By Game Score 24-15

(Nov. 17, page 4, 4th, 5th)

Craws' well-defined offensive and defensive plays give evi-
dence that they were in fine shape.

Techs Chart

The consistency which our local teams' efforts to date has been rather surprising, and will do much to dispel the panic of the Techs.

Techs vs. Fighting Irish

At the beginning of the game, Craws' team showed a decided advantage, leading the game 10-3 after the first quarter.

The Fighting Irish were able to cut the lead to 17-16 at halftime, but were unable to hold on for the rest of the game.

The final score was 24-15 in favor of Craws.

Naturals Face Normal College Wednesday

The Naturals' game will be held on the campus of Normal College, Normal, Ill., the first game of the season.

The Naturals' team is composed of Techs who have played with the Naturals in previous years.

The Naturals' team is expected to have a strong showing, and is looking forward to the game with great enthusiasm.

Baskers Card Seven

Boots For Season

A tentative schedule of bouts for the coming season has been announced.

The schedule will start with a match against Normal on Tuesday, Dec. 1, and will continue on a regular basis until the end of the season.

The schedule is as follows:

- West Side Prep School vs. Tech, Dec. 9
- South Side Prep School vs. Normal, Dec. 17
- Lake Forest Prep School vs. Tech, Mar. 2
- Normal Prep School vs. Tech, Mar. 9
- Galena Military Academy at Coal City, Mar. 11
- Bloomington Prep School vs. Normal, Mar. 13

HART SCHEFFNER & MARX OVERCOAT

STYLES ARE CORRECT

They have to be correct—Hart Schaffner & Marx maintains a men's suit of male who wishes to be correct.

The leading universities of the world have to be correct, and those universities which issue their diplomas in certificates and diplomas are in a position to be correct.

University style of overcoats and suits by Hart Schaffner & Marx, $35 to $55

BASKIN

Corner of Clark and Washington
64th Street and Irving Avenue
53rd Street and Maryland